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Garry & Chris
Member
Posts: 104
There were 3 Okas at the Festival of Flight  Watts Bridge near Toogoolawha 
Qld on the weekend

August 29, 2010 at 3:37 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

Peter_n_Margaret
Member
Posts: 198
Only one there last year..............OKA196. 
 
Cheers,
Peter
--
Cheers Peter,   OKA196 Motorhome.    http://www.oka4wd.com/xt196.htm
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Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
I just re-named this thread from '3 Okas' to 'Spotted an OKA'... I've been 
thinking that, given the rarity of these things, it's always interesting to other 
owners when they are seen unexpectedly. I didn't always used to think that way 
- when we first got ours, I thought they were common as muck, and could 
sometimes muster a wave as we passed one on the road. I know better now!
 
I've seen two in recent weeks. There was one parked off the side of the main 
drag between Minilya and Carnarvon, camped up well off the west side of the 
road, in early August. We were running late and couldn't stop. Tried CH 40 but 
no response. Might have been a dual cab with a canvas back.
 
Then a few weeks before, spotted dual cab rego 1CNW676 on Leach Highway 
in Perth. Just as well I was in the HSV, because there's no way I would have 
caught up to get that rego in our own Oka. That dual cab sounded great and 
went like a scalded cat. Would be very interested to know what the go pedal 
was attached to in that.
 
Let's see if this thread keeps going. There are still a bunch of Oka owners out 
there who haven't put their hand up here - would be good if we can draw some 
of them out.
--
Hal
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Member
Posts: 540
Three OKAs apart from mine at dalhousie Springs - escorting 3 paraplegic 
blokes who were riding quad bikes revisiting the scenes of their accidents. WA 
to Uluru across the Simpson to birdsville and then down south,

Two of the OKAs were towing fairly heavy trailers - with standard ball 
couplings. Each vehicle had a tow ball on the back (including one of the trailers 
and two OKAs had an A-frame on the front. I believe the intention was to 
couple all three OKAs and two trailers up like a train and go over any difficult 
sections like that.
Must have been a different simson desert to the one I just crossed.
--
Tony
https://picasaweb.google.com/114611728110254134379
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Alan Bajada & Jo-Anne Allchin
Member
Posts: 15
Tony Lee at August 30, 2010 at 9:14 AM

Three OKAs apart from mine at dalhousie Springs - escorting 3 paraplegic blokes 
who were riding quad bikes revisiting the scenes of their accidents. WA to Uluru 
across the Simpson to birdsville and then down south,

Two of the OKAs were towing fairly heavy trailers - with standard ball couplings. Each 
vehicle had a tow ball on the back (including one of the trailers and two OKAs had an 
A-frame on the front. I believe the intention was to couple all three OKAs and two 
trailers up like a train and go over any difficult sections like that.
Must have been a different simson desert to the one I just crossed.
Hello Tony
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I can picture what you have described, but did you take a photo of the setups?
I just love google. this is the site for that quad quest.
Dig deeper into face book for a glimpse of some okas.
One looks like it has a huge house setup.
http://www.againstthegrain.org.au/The_Journey.htm
regards
Jo-Anne
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Alan Bajada & Jo-Anne Allchin
Member
Posts: 15
Hello Hal,
Thanks for adding this thread.
Spotted last week an OKA (they do stand out),  driving down Carnarvon Street 
Chinatown in Broome, lady driver, reg OKA 249 ? or OKA 049 ?
Speaking of lady drivers, whenever Big Al & I are on the blacktop in our OKA 
we play "I Spy". Any car/caravan combo, was mother driving? Perth to 
Brisbane and back, over 300 counted, mother was at the wheel only 21 times. 
Almost never
spot another OKA.
Regards
Jo-Anne
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Tony Lee
Member
Posts: 540
"I can picture what you have described, but did you take a photo of the 
setups?"

No, they were driving as individuals when they left but with the A-frames lashed 
vertically back to the bullbar.

I was tempted to tag along and watch the first acent of a dune with doglegs and 
jumpups on the way up followed by a tight right angle just over the crest but I 
didn't want to get involved in helping untangle the resulting carnage.

maybe they only intended coupling up across the lakes in which case it might 
be a case of unbogging three OKAs and two trailers - all linked solidly by 
severely jammed couplings and bent A-frames.

Hope I'm wrong, but that still leaves the trailer couplings between an OKA 
heading down at 45 degrees on one side of a dune and a trailer heading up at 
45 degrees.

They had had a bit of trouble with losing the brake caliper clips so I sold them 
one of my two and then carted the laptop over to show them the info on the 
mods to stop it happening. Also gave them one of my 10mm tent pegs to use 
as david described if they had more trouble.

--
Tony
https://picasaweb.google.com/114611728110254134379
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Paul & Sue Crompton
Member
Posts: 44
One of the 3 Okas spotted at the Festival of Flight, Watts Bridge, Toogoolawah, 
belonged to us (Paul & Sue Crompton), with a white pop top camper bus.  We 
spent the weekend at the event.  The other white pop top Oka also stayed for 
the weekend, the vehicle belonged to a couple from the Sunshine Coast.  The 
third Oka which came in for the day on Sunday (black dual cab with tray which 
tows a fifth wheeler) belonged to a couple from WA who have been staying in 
the area for the last 12 months.  It was not an arranged meeting but it was 
certainly nice to see some other Okas and to say hello.  Bye for now.
--
Paul & Sue Crompton

August 30, 2010 at 6:00 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

Ewart & Vivian Halford
Member
Posts: 117
WE saw one oka on the csr and one in Halls creek but did not meet them, then 
we passed a nother one going the other way but they did not respond to my 
radio call and met oka 247 at Barn hill. all in August.
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Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
Here are the pics of the Against the Grain support vehicles that I pinched off 
Facebook... there's a website that goes with the name Out Yonda, and the 
name that goes with the phone number is Brett Arundel of Harrismith, which is 
four hours south east of Perth, about halfway to Hopetoun. <edit> Brett has 
since joined this site.
 

*
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*

--
Hal
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Dave and Pauline Gray
Member
Posts: 84
I spotted a white OKA dual cab with a canvas covered tray body approx 30 kms 
north of Fitzroy Xing on thursday the 5th of Aug I was north bound  it was south 
bound no responce on channel 40
--
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Flag Quote & Reply

OKA4WD.com
Administrator
Posts: 412
Posted by PJ:
 
Spotted 054 in Suncampers yard in Mt Kuringai awaiting a camper conversion, 
reg in Victoria MYOKA1 plate:
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-

-

September 17, 2010 at 5:57 PM
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Russell Phelan
Member
Posts: 22
Have just been to Alice Springs via the gulf from home south of Sydney. Wife 
spotted an OKA motor home towing a caravan in Mataranka on the 23rd august 
heading south on stuart hwy. We never caught up with it.  Wife again spotted 
an OKA in Alice on the 10th sept. It was either a dual or multicab with canopy 
with lots of little doors.(her description). Drove around town after loading the 
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shopping but never saw it again. Spotted OKA bus/camper stopped at a rest 
area about 100k south of Wycliffe Well on the Stuart Hwy on the 10th sept. 
Pushed for time so didn't turn back for a chat.
These are the only OKA's we have seen on our trip so far.
We are in QLD now camped for 4 nights on the sunshine coast. Are there any 
OKA owners near Montville/Buderim? Maybe we could meet up for cuppa/
beer?
My number is   0418 679 948 or 0402 003 970
 
Cheers,
Russell and Vanessa 
--

September 18, 2010 at 8:46 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

Garry & Chris
Member
Posts: 104
we left Sunny Coast Friday we live there now in Melb 
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Garry & Chris
Member
Posts: 104
Spotted  Healesville  Today 20/9   about 11:30  Green Oka  we were heading in 
opposite direction  We were cutting across from Hume Hwy  via Seymore to 
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Warragul
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Garry & Chris
Member
Posts: 104
Saw the same Green Oka  on Pakenham bypass  Wednesday 21/9  appeared 
to be broken down Nobody with it though So we kept going
We are now in Canberra for a day or 2 Then of to Hill End Near Bathurst  Then 
Millmerin  for the following  weekend Camp over and Bush poetry
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Flag Quote & Reply

John & Laura Szkoruda
Member
Posts: 112
We were in SA headed into Adelaide , from the northern side, Port Wakefrield, 
we passed 2 OKA's within about an haour both headed north & both dual 
cabs.This was about the 7th or 8th of September. Have seen several in SA on 
recent trips there.
--
John & Laura Szkoruda   OKA 147
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Outback Jack
Member
Posts: 391
A few days heading West near Yalata spotted a red dual cab OKA heading 
east.
--
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Flag Quote & Reply

Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
Red!?? What's the caper - I thought the only red OKAs were in WA!
--
Hal
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Flag Quote & Reply

Outback Jack
Member
Posts: 391
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Yep me too. It definitely was red. Dual Cab, with a steel canopy on the back, if 
that makes sense. I tried to call them on the UHF, but no answer.
 
Also stopped of at OKA Kal, he was sending parts to Nullabor as one was 
broken down there.
--

September 30, 2010 at 9:19 AM
Forum Home > OKA Gatherings & Travels > Spotted an OKA 2
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James & Usha (THEByleDuct)
Administrator
Posts: 161
Just got back to Perth after 2 1/2 weeks away going across the GCR, down to 
Pt Lincoln then back across the black top.  Don't have an OKA yet so I won't 
post of the trip here.  Yesterday I was getting very disappointed as I was 
figuring I might see an OKA somewhere on the trip but nothing nothing nothing. 
 Then out of the blue when I pulled into the main street of Norseman so the 
wife could go to the store, there in front of me was an OKA!!  One day from 
home and finally!!  Great to see one on the road, although off road would have 
been better.  We're planning to do the Anne Beadell Hwy in about 18 months so 
maybe we'll either own one by then or at least some more on the route.  

This is the one we saw in Norseman
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From Outback 2010
--
OKA #072

October 10, 2010 at 6:44 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
Good stuff James. The Delica looks like it's paying its way for the time being.
 
We just did Perth - Shark Bay - Perth again... only saw one OKA along the way, 
Ruedi & Susi's NT 001. We had an early lunch with them at the Billabong 
roadhouse. They were heading south from there, while we went north.
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NT 001 is being shipped to Durban early next year, where the Schoenslebens 
will reunite with it and begin the African leg of their world tour.
--
Hal

October 11, 2010 at 11:34 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

James & Usha (THEByleDuct)
Administrator
Posts: 161
Hal - the Delica has held up well considering all the mods i've done to it :P. 
 Since moving down from Broome we are now looking to explore Len Beadell 
country and thus our interest in the OKA.  Interesting you posted the pic of NT 
001 - I've just spent the past 2 hours reading their build diary.  Very interesting 
stuff!!
--
OKA #072
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John & Laura Szkoruda
Member
Posts: 112
John in Cunamulla/Mt Isa working & he saw an Oka yesterday, he was driving 
rental car & couldnt stop had pesonal plates he thinks it was MYOKA8 ??? not 
sure.
--
John & Laura Szkoruda   OKA 147
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Flag Quote & Reply

Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
Spotted on the freeway heading south out of Perth on New Year's Eve, a khaki 
XT bus - 'Daktari Mountain Bike Safari' I think it was. I don't think the owner is a 
member, so I got the number and will harass them later. Just a bit too dark to 
take a pic. We have #260 in Dawesville at the in-laws with a dozen or so kids - 
very peaceful having a sleep-in in the OKA while the kids have the house. Even 
the in-laws sleep in the caravan rather than the house!
--
Hal
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Flag Quote & Reply
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James & Usha (THEByleDuct)
Administrator
Posts: 161
Hal - I found these old photos which is probably the same one yes?

 
--
OKA #072

January 3, 2011 at 12:36 AM
Flag Quote & Reply

Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
Same operation but not sure if it's the same Oka - didn't have TC plates and I 
thought the signwriting was different - but it was at 100km/h in traffic in twilight!
--
Hal
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Flag Quote & Reply
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Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
Well there you go, I forgot to ring him but I guess it's our latest member, 
Daktari. That's LT #335. Welcome along - Bruce?
--
Hal

February 3, 2011 at 6:43 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

Daktari
Member
Posts: 3
Thanks Hal, yes that was me ... no sure how you spotted me though as I 
thought I was camouflaged!!  
This site is fantastic ... i've had "Kronk" (#335) for the last 5 or 6 years (i'm 
hopeless with time) and as the signage indicates I was running MTB tours with 
it.  Long story but after I closed the business I could not part with Kronk ... i've 
had Kombis in the past as well as a Troupie and Kronk is the best of both 
worlds!
We are slowly converting him (as time and funds allow) to be our camper.

I will spend some time trawling through this site ... there is a wealth of 
knowledge and experience here.  I'm having ongoing dramas with keeping 
these bloody 16" split rims balanced so will look through the forums to find 
solutions as i'm sure i'm not the only one!
Thanks again Hal for the welcome.
Bruce
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February 3, 2011 at 8:39 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

Outback Jack
Member
Posts: 391
Dont believe there is a lot of places that can balance the wheels. I was hoping 
to get mine balanced in Kalgoorlie. But it appears there is no one there can do 
it there and very few places that can.
--

February 3, 2011 at 10:27 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
Never a better time to buy alloy wheels and big fat squishy tyres, especially if 
you're not planning on carrying much weight!
 
Check out here and here.
--
Hal
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James & Usha (THEByleDuct)
Administrator
Posts: 161
Driving past Joondalup Health Campus today (I'm an ambo remember    ) I 
saw an OKA parked up.  Quick turn around and although the VIN was painted 
over I'm fairly certain it was Len & Rina's #208.  I hope all is OK with them.

From OKA related

--
OKA #072

May 26, 2011 at 3:45 PM
Flag Quote & Reply
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len&rina
Member
Posts: 39
James & Usha (THEByleDuct) at May 26, 2011 at 3:45 PM

Driving past Joondalup Health Campus today (I'm an ambo remember    ) I saw an 
OKA parked up.  Quick turn around and although the VIN was painted over I'm fairly 
certain it was Len & Rina's #208.  I hope all is OK with them.

From OKA related

Things have not been good .Rina diagnosed with the big C.Just had operation 
and things are looking good.Hopefully they got it all and she will escape chemo 
and radiation.She is itching to get back on the road,a good incentive to get 
better
--
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May 27, 2011 at 8:55 AM
Flag Quote & Reply

James & Usha (THEByleDuct)
Administrator
Posts: 161
Len, our thoughts and prayers are with you both.  Any help you need in Perth 
let us know.  We live in Joondalup.
--
OKA #072

May 27, 2011 at 9:28 AM
Flag Quote & Reply

Rick Whitworth
Member
Posts: 74
len&rina at May 27, 2011 at 8:55 AM

James & Usha (THEByleDuct) at May 26, 2011 at 3:45 PM

Driving past Joondalup Health Campus today (I'm an ambo remember    ) I saw an OKA 
parked up.  Quick turn around and although the VIN was painted over I'm fairly certain it was 
Len & Rina's #208.  I hope all is OK with them.
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From OKA related

Things have not been good .Rina diagnosed with the big C.Just had operation and 
things are looking good.Hopefully they got it all and she will escape chemo and 
radiation.She is itching to get back on the road,a good incentive to get better
len&rina
haven't met but feel we know #208 from closely studying the great 
photos of her restoration. We wish you the very best to be also fully restored 
and back on the road real soon
Rick & Sue #149

May 27, 2011 at 1:12 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

Dandj
Member
Posts: 369
Len and Rina,
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We really hope Rina recovers well and soon.
FYI, here are a few pics of Oka 208 when Tim and Brenda bought it in 2004. 
They got it from the same company as we bought ours from and stopped by at 
our place in Adelaide on their way back from Perth to share a bottle of wine.



--
David and Janet Ribbans, Oka 148

May 28, 2011 at 8:51 AM
Flag Quote & Reply

Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
Ditto Len for Rina, recover well & soon.
--
Hal

May 28, 2011 at 11:43 AM
Flag Quote & Reply
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len&rina
Member
Posts: 39
Hal Harvey at May 28, 2011 at 11:43 AM

Ditto Len for Rina, recover well & soon.
Thanks guys for your good wishes,Rina is home today
--

May 30, 2011 at 4:42 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

Cando
Member
Posts: 199
same from the Darwin mob. back on the road could be just the thing. the mind 
is an amazing thing when it comes to repairing the body. (and soul)
all the best
--
Happy trails
Cando and Bron XLT 112
 

May 30, 2011 at 7:31 PM
Flag Quote & Reply
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Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
Oi! What's going on??!! I thought I had the monopoly on bling! Spotted in 
Southern River, WA by a mate of mine yesterday. He's been instructed to go 
back and get the VIN. He said it "looked really cool". I reckon... chrome exhaust 
stack/s... dual overhead air intakes, on the left, and one of them's chrome, 
gotta be a story there... polished tanks & rear guards... flash seats... anybody 
know who owns this?
 

--
Hal

June 22, 2011 at 11:33 PM
Flag Quote & Reply
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Peter_n_Margaret
Member
Posts: 198
Last time I saw that vehicle was in April 2004 in a used car yard in Sydney 
when we were searching for an OKA to buy.

--
Cheers Peter,   OKA196 Motorhome.    http://www.oka4wd.com/xt196.htm
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June 23, 2011 at 5:54 AM
Flag Quote & Reply

Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
Similar look but not the same vehicle - the WA one is a multi cab, and the 8ZG 
number plate indicates it's been in WA all its life (probably).
 
That said I'd love to know what became of the one above too - I reckon despite 
the long list of Oka owners on here, we've only found about half of them. We 
had #052 join up last week - welcome along Alistair! - which is apparently a 
black dual cab - but presumably not the above.
--
Hal

June 23, 2011 at 7:44 AM
Flag Quote & Reply

Ewart & Vivian Halford
Member
Posts: 117
 
I had OKA 21 call in for a chat this afternoon, he lives in Nannup.
Ewart

July 24, 2011 at 9:58 PM
Flag Quote & Reply
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Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
That's another one that isn't on the list Ewart - did he know about this site? 
Pics?
--
Hal

July 24, 2011 at 11:51 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

Ewart & Vivian Halford
Member
Posts: 117
No he didn't, but I told him to have a look. He bought it off OKA about 12 years 
ago.
It was dark so couldn't get a photo. it is a multi cab I think. Both his fuel tanks 
were stanless steel water heater tanks that hold around 150 ltrs each.
 
Ewart

July 25, 2011 at 7:40 PM
Flag Quote & Reply
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outyonda.com
Member
Posts: 59
G'day, I'm the crazy bloke who took the three OKAs through the Simpson with 
the A frames & the trailers. It worked extremely well with no disasters. Two 
together worked better than three; with three, one seemed to drag the chain. 
Best of all, the one with big trailer in front & one pushing is the trick. I'm an old 
trucky & have been using stiff bars for years; I knew it would work. Everyone 
told me it wouldn't work, but I have a theory: If it can't be done, I'll do that 
straight away, but if it is IMPOSSIBLE, that might take a day or two! I have 
some video, if I can work out how to drive this computer, I'll show you 
[impossible task] cheers Brett
--

November 28, 2011 at 11:52 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

outyonda.com
Member
Posts: 59
Tony Lee at August 30, 2010 at 9:14 AM

Three OKAs apart from mine at dalhousie Springs - escorting 3 paraplegic blokes 
who were riding quad bikes revisiting the scenes of their accidents. WA to Uluru 
across the Simpson to birdsville and then down south,

Two of the OKAs were towing fairly heavy trailers - with standard ball couplings. Each 
vehicle had a tow ball on the back (including one of the trailers and two OKAs had an 
A-frame on the front. I believe the intention was to couple all three OKAs and two 
trailers up like a train and go over any difficult sections like that.
Must have been a different simson desert to the one I just crossed.
G day Tony,
Thanks for the brake bits, helped us out, thanks.
cheers Brett
P.S. The A frames worked well. The big mud pan east of Perny bore & about 10 
of the dunes, the rest were relatively easy , even Big Red - 1 at a time; easy.
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--

November 29, 2011 at 12:58 AM
Flag Quote & Reply

Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
There are now two videos of the OutYonda A-frame setup on the site - go 
Members' OKAs, Video Gallery, and search OutYonda.
--
Hal

January 14, 2012 at 4:03 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

Andy (and Deb)
Member
Posts: 25
Just spotted Hal's Oka (at Robins - coolgardie) and Robin took me for a ride in 
it.
Real flash - nice one Hal.
--
Cheers
Andy and Debbie 'Oka 055'

January 19, 2012 at 1:53 PM
Flag Quote & Reply
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Nomad
Member
Posts: 30
Spotted Maryann Jacques OKA 243 this afternoon in Mossman, FNQ. It's great 
to see these beasts out there doing what they were intended.Still for 
sale??? It's a bit like Whale spotting really, kind of takes your breath away as 
you realise what you are experiencing and then the challenge is on to capture 
as much detail as you can before it comes to an end. You forget how imposing 
they are when you drive large vehicles on a regular basis. OKA's really are the 
gentle giants of the road. Ya gota love em!
--
David & Christina Wight - Nomad Refrigeration - OKA267 

January 19, 2012 at 9:14 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
We caught up with Andy #055 QUOKA at lunchtime at Robin's in Coolgardie, 
and just got back to Perth now. Nice day on the road. Off to Wedge Island 
tomorrow, towing the boat.
--
Hal

January 19, 2012 at 10:44 PM
Flag Quote & Reply
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Ewart & Vivian Halford
Member
Posts: 117
Spotted a black dual or multi cab with tonneau  cover on the tray in Australind 
yesterday but did not have time to check it out, looked like it had WA plates. 
Hopefully may see it again today.
Ewart

April 5, 2012 at 12:17 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
We stayed in Green Head last night but missed Geoff Peet, the resident OKA 
owner in a town of a few hundred, this morning - then rolled into Kalbarri, a 
town of a few hundred more, this afternoon and had spotted three other OKAs 
in the length of the main drag! Had to get camp set up but we're here for a 
week so we'll spot them around. All working trucks, various tour operators by 
the looks. I don't think any of them are on this site.
--
Hal

April 6, 2012 at 9:42 PM
Flag Quote & Reply
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Pete Fox
Member
Posts: 140
This is OKA 140, owned by Alan Dowling and Christina Clark who dropped into 
our camp at Musselroe Bay for a couple of nights. The wind drove us and them 
away 
 
This is a very tidy XT with impossibly low km's. 140 started life as a truck with 
tray body and now has a really neat home grown motorhome body.
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Pete
--
Peter Fox
OKA 266 Multi-cab.
Photobucket album

April 14, 2012 at 8:19 AM
Flag Quote & Reply

Moose2367
Member
Posts: 113
Dad has Oka 142 in his workshop atm, got a 6cyl italian motor apparently, it's a 
dual cab. Good chance for him to see what he's got himself in for, I'm currently 
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in Cairns, on my way south for the engine conversion. Will ask him to take a 
few pics

May 11, 2012 at 7:56 AM
Flag Quote & Reply

Moose2367
Member
Posts: 113
Correction on above post, it's #041. Had a look over it today, as I arrived to do 
my conversion.  It's a bit rusty around the doors and front panels. Got 
aftermarket seats, high sided tray, 9.00 x 16 XZLs, black bullbar. I have some 
pics on my phone but will take some with my camera over the next few days. 
It's from the Shepparton area.

May 22, 2012 at 8:07 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

Moose2367
Member
Posts: 113
few pics of #041 and the engine conversion, it's a VM engine, type of a detroit, 
160HP apparently. 
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May 26, 2012 at 9:08 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

John & Laura Szkoruda
Member
Posts: 112
Spotted an Oka. Wednesday 2 weeks ago headed south at Glen Innes ( NSW ) 
we were headed north. GUESS WHAT OKA  IT WAS.   Our old Oka  # 147. Of 
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all the Oka's to see on the road , we spotted our old Oka. Still looking good.!!!!
--
John & Laura Szkoruda   OKA 147

November 2, 2012 at 3:06 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

peter mills
Member
Posts: 8
Hi i am chasing a right hand door for an XT OKA can any one help thanks 
peter. phone number 0458185189
--
peter mills

November 2, 2012 at 3:59 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

joseph baz
Member
Posts: 332
Peter,are you looking for a complete door or just the skin?
Cheers,Joe

November 2, 2012 at 7:31 PM
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Outback Jack
Member
Posts: 391
I see 041 has diesel gas as well.
--

November 2, 2012 at 8:17 PM
Flag Quote & Reply

Hal Harvey
Site Owner
Posts: 521
This thread has been transferred to http://www.byles.net/www.oka4wd.com/
spotted-an-oka/329-spotted-an-oka and is now locked here. Please add new 
replies to the other site.
--
Hal

November 5, 2012 at 12:35 AM
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